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ABSTRACT.  Records of shoreline and bluff positions in the vicinity of Barrow, 
Alaska,  have been obtained from aerial  photographs and taped  measurements for 
intervals between 1948 and 1969. Although the source  material in  the  bluffs is 
frozen  and masses of pure ice are present, temperature  and rainfall data  fail  to 
show  any  marked  correlation with the  retreat of the bluff face  or with the  retreat 
of the fronting or downdrift beaches. Removal of beach  material for construction 
and frequency of storms  from  the west do show a relationship.  Recorded  retreats 
of the bluffs up  to 3 m. per  year and of the beaches up  to 4 m. per year  have resulted 
where there  has been excessive beach  borrow or where a series of severe storms 
have  attacked the coast. 

RÉSUMÉ. Changements  climatiques d court  terme  et  érosion  côtière,  Barrow, 
Alaska. Entre 1948 et 1969, à partir de photos aériennes et  de levés sur le  terrain, 
les auteurs ont recueilli à intervalles des données sur la position du rivage  et d'es- 
carpements au voisinage de Barrow, Alaska. Bien que le matériel des escarpements 
soit gelé et truffé de masses de glace  pure, les données de  température  et  de pluie 
ne  montrent  aucune  corrélation avec le  retrait des escarpements  ni avec le recul 
des plages adjacentes; mais l'enlèvement du matériel et  la fréquence des tempêtes 
venues de l'ouest montrent cette  relation. On a enregistré des retraits de 3 m par 
an  au  front  de l'escarpement et jusqu'à 4 m par an pour les plages où il y a eu 
départ  de  matériel ou lorsqu'une série de tempêtes venues de l'ouest a attaqué 
la côte. 

PE3IOME. Xopomxonepuoauuemue umenenu~ xnulama u bepesoem  a6pa3us y 
&2pOy (hnRcKa). H O B T O p H b I e   a l P O ~ 0 T O C " K H  H HSMepeHHSI H a  MeCTHOCTH 
AOCTaBHJM  MaTepHaJI AJISI OqeHICEi C M e U J e H d  6 e p e r o ~ ~ x  O6pbIBOB E ILJIfiXCefi B 

O ~ H ~ X C ~ T ~ H ~ C R  B 06pb1sax OTJIOXCeHEIR HaXOARTCSI B MëpSJIOM COCTOSIHHH H COAepXCrtT 
BXJIIOYeHHR YHCTOPO JIbAa, CICOpOCTb OTCTYIIaHHR 6epero~ PaitOHa  He  KOppeJIEIpyeTCSI 

IIJIIureefi H OTCTyIIaHHe 6eperosmx O6pbIBOB  AeMOHCTpHpyeT RBHYH) CBfi3b C 
HHTeHCEiBHOCTbH) sa6opa 6eperosb1x IIeCICOB H r a J I e 9 H m O B  AJIFI CTpoHTeJIbCTBa H C 
IIORTOpReMOCTbH) SaIIaAHbIx IIITOPMOB. Tm, rAe B03AefiCTBHe  TaKHX IIITOpMOB 6b1~10 
CHJIbHbIM H paspa6o~x~ IIJIRXCefi SHaYHTeJIbHbIMH,  6eperosb1e  06pb1sb1 OTCTYIIaJIH 
CO CKOpOCTbH) A 0  3 M/IWR, a IIJISWfeH - A0 4 M/IWn. 

p a i t o H e  Eappoy ( A m c K a )  3a n e p H o n  c 1948 IIO 1969 r. HeCMOTpR Ha TO, YTO 

HH c XOAOM T e M n e p a T y p  ~ o s ~ y x a ,  HH c XOAOM X C H A I C ~  o c a p c o B .   3 a T o  paspymeme 

INTRODUCTION 

The northern Alaskan coastal area (Fig. 1) is a  drowned coastal plain  composed 
of the  Pleistocene and Recent Gubic formation. The composition of the Gubic 
formation sediments  influences the local  type of shoreline.  Where the sediments 
are sand and gravel,  beaches can form; where  they are clay and silt,  waves and 
currents remove the sediment  in  suspension and no beach  results. This balance 
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between  wave  erosion  and  size of material is similar to that reported by Mackay 
(1963) for areas further east. Near Barrow  itself,  deltaic,  cross  bedded units up  to 
4 m. thick  occur a few hundred metres  southwest of the village.  With  relatively 
coarse sizes of material available there, coastal erosion has resulted in a sand and 
gravel  beach  backed by eroded bluffs 6 to 8 m.  high. Littoral  transport, particularly 
that generated by storm winds  from the west, has built Point Barrow, a spit tem- 
porarily separated from the mainland  (Hume  and  Schalk 1967). Observations 
indicate little contribution of sediment to  the Barrow  region from further south- 
west because  beaches in  that direction are narrow or missing. 

Previous coastal investigators  include Leffingwell (1919), McCarthy (1953), 
Rex (1964), Hume and  Schalk (1 964b) and  Lewellen (1970). McCarthy remea- 
sured the  position of 7 bench  marks  in the Barrow area which  were near the shore- 
line. His data showed an average retreat of 0.7 m. per  year  during a 6-year  period. 
Lewellen,  using aerial photographs of Elson Lagoon,  showed the average rate of 
erosion was 2.8 m. per  year. Coastal sediments of Elson  Lagoon, in contrast to 
those immediately  southwest of Barrow  village, are chiefly  clays and silts, erode 
easily,  and form no  beaches. 

I I I 
156.45' Y 156'30' I FIG. 1. Index Map. 

NATURAL  PROCESSES  NEAR BARROW 

Coastal erosion resulting in  retreat of the shoreline  southwest of Barrow  village 
is a three-step mechanism.  Sediment has to be  melted from the bluffs, carried to 
the wave  zone or beach, and  removed  by the waves. Near Barrow,  permanently 
frozen  ground  extends to a depth of about 500 m. The summer temperatures 
usually result in a melted surface zone of about 0.3 m. on the tundra and 1.5 m. 
on  the beaches. Therefore most of the source material for the beach  and littoral 
system  is a resistant rock  with  ice  as the cement.  Before  waves can erode and 
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transport it in signiscant quantities, it must be melted. Frozen ground is melted 
to some  degree  directly  by  insolation,  by  warm air, meltwater from snow, rain and 
ocean  water.  Ideally  measurements of incident solar radiation would  be  desirable, 
but as  these are not available, we  will use average  melt-season air temperatures as 
an  index of year-to-year thermal climatic variation. 

Once the Gubic formation is melted, it slumps and is transported to the beach 
where  waves can finally act on it. The movement of the sediment to the beach can 
be by solifluction,  rainwash, or gravitative  collapse.  Where the beach is wide, rain- 
wash and solifluction are important. Where the beach is narrow or absent, storm 
waves can reach and undermine the bluffs  resulting in collapse  (Fig. 2). Melting is 
often more rapid along  ice  wedges  resulting  in isolated blocks of frozen ground 
falling outward into the water or  on the beach  (Leffingwell1919,  Lewellen 1970). 
The sediment  in the blocks then melts further, breaks up and because  most  of it 
is fine,  is carried away in suspension. 

FIG. 2. Wave  undermined blocks of frozen ground.  Elson  Lagoon, 18 km. southeast 
of Barrow. 

Wave transport along the Barrow  beaches,  whether  backed by  bluffs or not, is 
very  similar to that in temperate regions. The wave  action and longshore current 
do the work but, because the ocean has pack  ice in it much of the time or is  com- 
pletely  frozen, the transport is f a r  less. In addition, ice grounded on the beaches 
acts temporarily as a breakwater. At Barrow, an average of slightly  over 9,000 
CU. m. are transported yearly northeast along the beaches.  Half of this is  added to 
the Point Barrow spit, much of the clay and silt  escaping from the beach  system 
(Hume and Schalk 1967). 

A  positive factor, but one of extreme variability, is that of beach  nourishment 
by ice  pushing sand and gravel up on the beach  above normal water  level. During 
some  years  calculations for certain sections of beach in the area indicate up to 
10 per cent of the material above sea level  was  moved up onto the beach  by  ice 
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action (Hume and Schalk 1964a). Especially  in the bluff section,  an  ice  year  which 
leaves  ice  solid on the beach from the water’s  edge to the cliff face discourages 
both melting and slumping at the toe of the bluff. 

EFFECTS  OF CONSTRUCTION 

Borrowing of beach  sediment at Barrow for construction purposes has been 
going on since at least 1945. During the summers of 1961 and 1962, measure- 
ments showed  how the removal  in 1961 of about 30,000 CU. m.  of beach  sediment 
resulted  in  an  average retreat of the shoreline in the borrow area of 3.1 m. (Hume 
and Schalk 1964b). The beach from which the sediment  was  removed  lay  chiefly 
between  Browerville and Camp.  Some  borrow  came from the Camp section  itself. 
During the late 196Os, construction of a  new airport, large enough for jet aircraft, 
involved the removal of most of the coarse sediment from the beach  southwest 
of Barrow village for about 4  km. Retreat of the shoreline and bluffs occurred 
as a result of this borrowing  (Fig. 3). 

FIG. 3. Aerial  view of the  bluffs  near  the village recently settled. One building collapsed 
and one has been moved from the  bluffs  as a result of the  1968  storm. The beach  formerly 

was 30 m. in  width  at  this  point. Photo taken in August 1969. 

S m R E L I N E  CHANGES 

Our observations of coastal changes are summarized  in Table 1. The division 
into sections of the coast was  based on geologic and geographic criteria. The 
bluff section is typical of the source area whereas the Barrow-Browerville,  Camp, 
and Airport sections are settled areas where the beach  is  backed  by  low tundra. 
The periods  selected  were  determined  by the availability of aerial photographs. 

Our data show that the rate of change of coastal position  varies  greatly.  High 
rates occurred during the 1948-1962 and 1968-1969 seasons  whereas  low rates 
of erosion occurred during the intermediate time  periods.  These  differences in 
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TABLE 1 Shoreline  changes 

Section of Coast 1948-19621  1962-19642  1964-19683  1968-19694 metres 
Total Loss 

Bluffs: Shoreline -4.6  m./yr.  +0.6  m./yr.  -0.7 m./yr. -2 m./Yr.  69 
Bluff line -3.0  m./yr. -l.Om./yr. -0.3  m./yr.  -3.Om./Yr.  47 

Barrow-Browerville -2.6  m./yr.  -4.4  m./yr.  -1.1  m./yr.  -4.8  m./yr. 55 
Browerville to Camp -0.2  m./yr.  +0.7  m./yr.  -0.2  m./yr. +0.5 m./Yr. 4 
Camp -2.7  m./yr.  -0.3 m./yr. no  change +3.5 m./Yr. 35 
Airport -4.2  m./yr.  +0.95  m./yr.  -0.2  m./yr. "3.7 m./Yr.  59 

'Based on measurements from aerial  photographs, 17, measurements; 2sBoth aerial  photo- 
graphs  and  taped distances used, 44 + 17; 4 A l l  taped distances but some were from  Points 
identified on  aerial  photographs: 71 taped distances. 

erosion rates could be the result of variation in summer temperature, summer 
rainfall, and the number of storms occurring during times  when the ocean  was 
free of ice. Also important are the  times  when  large  volumes of beach deposits, 
particularly the larger sizes,  have  been  used for construction  purposes. Variations 
at different  localities during any one period  also  occur and are probably related 
to the  type of shoreline,  size of material at that locality, and the presence or 
absence of offshore  bars. Table 2 summarizes the meteorological factors for the 
time intervals used in Table 1. 

~~~ ~~~~~ 

TABLE 2 Meteorological datal 

1948-1962  1962-1964  1964-1968  1968-1969 

Average  Temperature  during  June, 2.6OC. 3.00c. 2.40C. 3.7oc. 
July  and  August 
Precipitation2 in June, July and  August 6.7 cm. 9.4  cm.  4.8  cm.  1.9  cm. 

Number of  west  wind  storms3.  30 2 3 1 
Open water 
West  wind storms  per year. Open water 2.15 1 0.75 1 

~~~~~ 

Laboratory; U.S. Navy  (1962-68); Reed (1958); U.S. Hydrographic Office (1958); Hume (1963); 
1Based on U.S. Weather  Bureau  Records (1948-69); records kept by the  Naval  Arctic Research 

MacGinitie (1955); Rex (1964); Schalk (1957); Wilimovsky  (1953). 
2Per season. 
3Wind  velocities over 32 km./hr. 

Between 1948 and 1962, changes took place at a  more rapid rate than in  any 
other period  known to us. In the bluff section, retreat of the  shoreline took place 
more  rapidly than the collapse of the bluffs  resulting  in a general  narrowing  of 
the beach. In the other areas,  the  shoreline also retreated. The rates of loss  were 
probably lowered  between  Browerville  and Camp and in front of the Camp 
because  offshore bars occur  there. Early knowledge of bars is lacking, but Schalk 
(1957) described the appearance in 1954 of the bar off Camp. Recent measure- 
ments  show that this bar is  growing northward into the Airport section, but is 
also  moving  closer to land. Very  low bars have  also  been  observed at times off 
Barrow village.  Associated  with the time of rapid erosion are many  effective 
storms,  over 2 a year, relatively  low temperature, and high rainfall. 
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During the intermediate time  intervals,  in  general, rates of erosion of both 
the bluffs and shoreline  were  low.  Uniquely rapid erosion did occur in front of 
Browerville and Barrow and may be related to earlier loss of beach  in the bluff 
section. There may  have  been  less material available for transportation to the 
Barrow area than could be removed.  Correlating  with  this  period of slow change 
are few  storms, about 1 per year, and both low and intermediate temperatures 
and rainfall. 

During the most recent interval, erosion rates increased  along  sections of the 
coast lacking well-developed  offshore bars. Where the bars were present, the 
beaches  either  grew  or  suffered little change. The rate of retreat reached its highest 
near the native  villages partly because of a  major storm in  September 1968, and 
partly because  much of the sand and gravel had been  removed from the bluff 
section  for construction. Normally  sand from the beaches  near the bluffs  would 
have  been  available to replace that moved northeast from the village. This same 
removal of beach  in front of the  bluffs  may  also  have made the bluffs particularly 
susceptible to erosion. In both 1968 and 1969, ice  lenses  were  visible in several 
places  along  the  bluffs  showing that the insulating  cover  was  gone. This varied 
period of change  corresponds to one strong storm with  wind  velocities of 55 km. 
per hour, low temperatures, and low  rainfall. 

SUMMARY 

If we exclude the 1968-1969 dates, the  period  when  the  beaches  were  influenced 
far more than at any other time by  man’s engineering, we see that the storms 
are the critical factor in  both bluff erosion and retreat of the shoreline.  Melting 
is important in that it releases  sediment to the beach  system, but the waves and 
their currents finally do the removing.  Waves  during the high stand of sea  level 
accompanying  major storms also  speed  melting of the bluffs  by exposure of new 
frozen ground. Rainfall may help transport the melted  sediment to the beach but 
variations in this are unimportant because  gravity  would  serve  even  without rain. 

What is going to happen in the future, particularly to Barrow viUage? This 
depends on which  set of conditions  is “normal”, two storms per year or one; we 
do not know.  Meteorological  records for Barrow have  been  kept for over 50 
years but ice data are not so complete. Distance to the  pack  ice  is critical to the 
question. Certainly coastal retreat will  continue but whether  it continues at the 
rate of 1 or 4 m. per year  is  unknown. The village  will probably have to be moved 
sometime in the future; when  depends  chiefly on the weather, but also on man’s 
use of beaches. The present policy of the Director of the Naval Arctic Research 
Laboratory to prohibit removal of beach material under  his  jurisdiction  should 
be  extended to all areas near and southwest of settlements. 
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